
PREMIUM RESISTANCE BANDS GUIDE



VARIABLE RESISTANCE

Never miss a workout or rehab program with MOTUS EDGE 
premium resistance bands. With our portable bands, anyone 
can create their daily rehab/fitness needs. 

Motus Edge bands can be for the beginner, with easy 
tension as well as, for the fitness enthusiast that wants a lot 
of resistance! MOTUS EDGE bands can provide treatment 
for joint mobility, muscle extensibility and length, assists 
with body weight movement and can increase strength! 

Whether you lift weights, or do CrossFit, Yoga, Pilates, 
Brazilian Jiu Jitsu, or mixed martial arts our levels of 
resistance are for every person. 

We have a color-coded system that is easy to understand 
with varying levels of resistance designed to fit YOUR 
individual fitness, strength or rehab needs. For pullup 
assistance, we created a separate chart later in this guide to 
determine which band is right for you.

Our lighter weight bands (red and black) are great for 
increasing shoulder and ankle mobility, core activity, and 
rehabbing certain areas, such as ankle, shoulder, back, 
and knee. Our heavier bands (purple, green, blue) offer 
a great way to provide pull up or dips assistance, as well 
as chest and glute training programs.

RESISTANCE BAND OPTIONS

RED BAND
EXTRA LIGHT (18-36 lbs)
Fitness Level: Beginner, 
rehab, high repetition.

BLACK BAND
LIGHT (26-54 lbs)
Fitness Level: Beginner, 
rehab, range of motion.

PURPLE BAND
MEDIUM (40-80 lbs)

Fitness Level: Moderate, 
range of motion, strength.

GREEN BAND
HEAVY (48-120 lbs)

Fitness Level: Advanced, 
strength, power, cardio.

BLUE BAND
EXTRA HEAVY (62-176 lbs)

Fitness Level: Advanced, 
strength, power, cardio.

http://motusedge.com


MAXIMUM DURABILITY

Each Motus Edge resistance band is designed with a thickness 
of 4.5mm using continuous layers of premium latex for 
optimal elastic performance and lasting durability. This allows 
our bands to withstand the rigors of training without breaking 
down.

The varying levels of resistance come from the increasing 
width of the bands, while maintaining a uniform thickness. 
Each band measures at a width of:

• BLUE = 2.5” width
• GREEN = 1.8” width
• PURPLE = 1.3” width
• BLACK = 0.9” width
• RED = 0.5” width

RESISTANCE BAND SIZES
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PULLUP ASSISTANCE

Not all people can do repetitive pull ups.  Motus Edge bands can 
be used to loop around any pull up bar and help as a “step” to 
provide assistance for pull-ups.  

With the band looped around bar, with one foot, step into band 
and use for help to pull up.

Use a variety of hand positions to vary the muscular targeting 
from wide grip to close grip and even underhand.

DIP ASSISTANCE

Similar to Pullup Assistance, loop a Motus Edge Band around the 
dip bar.  Place one knee (or both) into the end of the loop.  As 
you begin the Dip, let the band assist your descent and ascent of 
exercise.

MASTERING PULLUPS / DIPS

For pullups or dips, aim for 3 - 4 sets of 8 - 10 repetitions 
performed 2 - 3 times per week to begin seeing 
noticeable changes in performance. If these reps are 
becoming too easy to perform, switch to the next 
lightest band until you’re able to complete your sets 
without ANY band at all! (Trust us... it WILL happen).

CLICK
HERE 

TO WATCH 
TUTORIAL VIDEOS 

OF SUGGESTED 
WORKOUTS / 

http://motusedge.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f9_28BxA-q0


ASSISTED VARIATIONS

Switch from LIGHT to HEAVY
Try using two different levels of resistance in your pullups or dips. 
For example, use an EXTRA LIGHT (RED) or LIGHT (BLACK) band 
and perform as many repetitions as you can complete with perfect, 
smooth form. Immediately switch to a HEAVY (GREEN) or EXTRA 
HEAVY (BLUE) band and finish your set with as many reps as you 
can complete. 
Repeat for 3-4 sets total.

Combined Resistance
Try combining bands to achieve THREE levels of resistance: ONE 
with the heavier band, ONE with the lighter band, and a THIRD 
option using both bands at once. This will allow you to perform 
pullups where you start with the heavier band and then add the 
lighter band to get a few additional reps to failure. As your strength 
increases over time, you can graduate from using both bands to just 
the thinner band alone and eventually sets with NO band at all!

RESISTANCE BAND PULLUP CHART

First, try to complete as many unassisted pullups as you 
can perform while maintaining proper form. Now, check 
the chart here to see which bands match up to your 
body weight. In some instances a combination of two 
bands is ideal.
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DESIGNED FOR THE ENTIRE BODY

OK, maybe pullups aren’t your cup of tea or you have different 
fitness / rehab goals in mind. Motus Edge Resistance Bands are 
designed for much more than just pullups like increasing shoulder 
and ankle mobility, core activity, and rehabbing certain areas, such as 
your ankle, shoulder, back, and knee.

Do you have limited hip and shoulder joint range of motion? 
Decrease those stubborn issues with the use of our heavier bands 
(green and blue) to free up unwanted tension in your hip flexors, joint 
capsule, and restoration of better hip and shoulder mobility!

Here are some suggestions
to help you choose the right band

• Red Band (Extra Light): Glutes, knees, pushup resistance, and 
rotator cuff strength or rehab

• Black Band (Light): Range of motion, glutes, knees, and push-up 
resistance

• Purple Band (Medium): Exercise assistance, calves, and exercise 
resistance

• Green (Heavy): Exercise assistance, calves, and range of motion 
for hips

• Blue Band (Extra Heavy): Exercise assistance and range of motion 
for hips

OTHER USES

CLICK
HERE 

TO WATCH 
TUTORIAL VIDEOS 

OF SUGGESTED 
WORKOUTS / 
STRETCHES. 

http://motusedge.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f9_28BxA-q0


GENERAL PERFORMANCE TIPS

Okay guys, here is a great list for DOs and DONTs with your 
resistance bands.  Be smart and train smarter!
 

1. Keep your repetitions to a level of discomfort.  What does that 
mean?  You should use a band where you start to really feel it by 
the 8th-10th rep and get to 15 reps before stopping.  Anything less 
than may not cause change.  

2. Use your bands in a slow controlled manner.  You can push out 
against your band fast, but always control the band on the way 
back.  Do not be jerky with your band!

3. Make sure that your movement is through an entire range of 
motion.  

4. Bands can be used for a warm up routine, as well as a strength 
routine.  Pick you band wisely and ask questions!  

5. When doing our range of motion movements, do not use a 
heavy band.  Pick a moderate to light band to cause tension into 
a joint.  Follow the videos to see positions of hip and shoulder 
range of motion techniques.  

6. BE SAFE!  Don’t let bands snap back on you or create too 
much tension that you lose balance.

SAFETY GUIDELINES

Our bands are made of premium urethane and meant to last.  As long 
as they are stored in a cool dry place with little long-term exposure to 
sunlight or heat, our bands will last.  

Also, if they get too sticky, sweaty or dirty, you can always wash them 
with gentle soap and water in a bucket and towel dry.  

Do not lay them out in the sun!  

Lastly, to reduce stickiness, add some talcum powder or cornstarch, after 
cleaning.

Keep the bands away from sharp objects or surface edges that could 
puncture or damage the integrity of the band. If you notice a puncture or 
tear in the band, please discontinue use and contact Motus Edge.

PERFORMANCE AND SAFETY TIPS
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@motusedge

Stay Informed
and Get Social!

Join the Motus Edge community 
online and get tips, tricks, recipes, 
etc. to fuel your workouts, speed 
recovery and stay focused.

LEARN MORE ABOUT MOTUS EDGE PRODUCTS

GEAR UP!
Ramp up your routine with more premium products from Motus Edge! 
Just head over to motusedge.com and get started.

COMPRESSION SLEEVES
From our premium Copper Compression sleeves (available 
for your knee, elbow and calf) to our Extreme Performance 
Knee sleeve you can train with confidence and support.

KINESIOLOGY TAPE
Motus Tape blends premium woven cotton and high-grade 
adhesive into a latex-free kinesiology tape that provides 
added support and increased blood flow to key areas. 
Available as pre-cut strips in a variety of colors.

MINI LOOP 
RESISTANCE BAND SET

Made of premium, layered urethane latex 
for long lasting durability. This five piece 

mini band set comes in an easy to carry bag 
and can be stowed away in your gym bag, 

brief case, or luggage for anytime use. 

RESISTANCE
BANDS

A multitude of uses from pullup assistance to 
ACL rehab to strengthening your glutes! Banded 

resistant programming is great for getting back to 
fitness as well as getting stronger!

CROSSFIT
STARTER KIT

Great 3 piece set includes the 
essential tools to get you started in 

any CrossFit routine or other weight 
training, cross training system at the 

gym or at home! Kit includes: one 
pair of palm grips, one pair of wrist 

wraps, one speed jump rope
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The Motus Edge Promise

We don’t care if you’re an elite athlete, a weekend 
warrior or just looking to be more active, you’ll 
always have a place on our team. With the Motus 
Edge promise of complete customer commitment, if 
you have any issues with our product, please contact 
us and we’ll make it right! 

Your feedback, good or bad, helps us grow as a team 
and makes us stronger, so please don’t be shy.  Email 
us at support@motusedge.com and we are on the 
case.
 
If you still aren’t 100% happy with our products, or 
your experience with Motus Edge, we will gladly 
refund your purchase. 
 

Thank you for your business.

Joe and Eric
Co-Founders
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